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The TT Kidz Awards are here! Today we launch the scheme which will see TT Kidz participants taken on a journey
which will give them all the skills they need to thrive in table tennis.

TT Kidz Awards has been designed to complement clubs which have previously delivered TT Kidz AND those
which already have a strong under-11 junior set-up.

The scheme has 5 stages for participants to work through. Stages 1 and 2 are ready for you to purchase now and
future stages will be released later this year. Clubs will be provided with material to support the delivery of the
programme as well as access to all the challenge clips that feature in the booklet.

Stages 1 and 2 of the awards scheme focus on the basic key skills all players need to develop their game. Stages
3, 4 and 5 are more challenging, enabling participants to start working towards the next steps of their table
tennis journey.

This includes specific focuses on certain areas of the game – the awards are not always about game time but
wider objectives in sport such as umpiring, making friends and playing in other environments.





The awards scheme has been designed to allow clubs the flexibility to deliver in the most suitable way which
suits their environment. All participants in the awards programme will receive stage-specific activity booklets
and, on completion of stages, a pop badge. Pop badges can also be achieved when completing certain
activities or challenges.

As an introductory offer, the first 15 clubs to sign up to be part of the TT Kidz Awards Scheme will receive a starter
pack for 10 participants for Stages 1 and 2.

Click here to find out about more about TT Kidz Awards
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